YEAR 12 RESULTS 2016

Dear Parents and Caregivers,

Congratulations to you our 2016 Graduates on your outstanding achievements in Year 12 which were announced today.

Special mention goes to Leon McCalla with an ATAR of 99.85, an outstanding effort and certainly well-deserved, reflecting Leon’s consistent pursuit of perfection in whatever he does. (Pictured right with Professor Robert Hill, Executive Dean from The University of Adelaide at the Year 12 Graduation).

The Class of 2016 has raised the bar for academic achievement with the following results:

• 15 students who received a total of 18 Merits between them
• 38 students awarded an ‘A+’
• 216 ‘A’ band grades awarded
• 30 students with an ATAR of 90 and above

Merits

Leon McCalla           3 Merits - Physics, Chemistry, Mathematical Studies
Dalyce Jenner          2 Merits - Cross-disciplinary Studies – Specialist Sport, Psychology
Teana Bertagno         Business and Enterprise
Helen Bradley          Cross-disciplinary Studies – Specialist Sport
Ivana Burneska         Business and Enterprise
Georgia Doecke          Integrated Learning II – Girls PE
Sam Donohue            Cross-disciplinary Studies – Specialist Sport
Jarrad Drizners        Workplace Practices
Erica Feeney           Health
Melissa Garner          Mathematical Applications
Andreas Harous          Biology
Alex Linz               Biology
Armin Muminovic        Psychology
Wei Teh                Biology
Natasha Woodall         Health

Congratulations also go to all of our staff members, especially the teachers of Year 12 classes, for their support of students in the Class of 2016 to achieve academic excellence and the completion of their SACE.

Congratulations also to you, the Parents, Caregivers and families of our Graduates for your ongoing support through the difficult and stressful months of Year 12.

To the Class of 2016, we look forward to hearing your life’s journey as you move onto the next chapter. Make the most of your opportunities and best of luck for the future!

Sandra Moran | Principal